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7 The Sound Manager

The sound chip used is the General Instruments AY-3-8912. This has three channels and a pseudo-random noise generator that can be connected to any of the ... 
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7 The Sound Manager. The Sound Manager deals with the sound chip. It allows various envelopes and sounds to be set up and played under the control of the user. Most of the control is achieved using software rather than the sound chip hardware.



7.1 The Sound Chip. The sound chip used is the General Instruments AY-3-8912. This has three channels and a pseudo-random noise generator that can be connected to any of the channels. The chip has a limited number of amplitude envelopes available (see Appendix IX) but the software enveloping, described below, can achieve all that the hardware is capable of, and more. Tone enveloping is all done by the software, there is no hardware support. The sound generated by the chip uses square waveforms. There is no way to generate any other waveform. It is possible to access the sound chip directly should the need arise. However, the routine MC SOUND REGISTER should be used to write to registers of the sound chip. This is because the keyboard is attached to the 1/0 port of the sound chip and the keyboard scanning routine expects to find the sound chip in a standard state (i.e. not in use). Also, there are timing constraints on accesses to the chip; using MC SOUND REGISTER will avoid consideration of these details. The sound chip has three independent sound channels. The outputs from these are mixed together to form two stereo channels - sound channels A and B are mixed to form one stereo channel and sound channels B and C are mixed to form the other stereo channel. The stereo sound is available on the output jack on the back of the machine. However, there is only a single internal speaker and so the two stereo channels are mixed together to drive this. The volume of sound from the internal speaker can be controlled by the volume control knob on the side of the machine near the on/off switch. This control overrides the other volume control methods described below.



7.2 Tone Periods and Amplitudes. The sound chip allows 16 different amplitudes in the range 0..15. Amplitude 0 is no sound at all, amplitude 15 is maximum volume. The pitch of a note to be generated is specified by the period of the note rather than by the frequency. This period is given in 8 microsecond units. Thus, the tone period specified and the frequency of the tone generated are related by the formula:
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Tone period = 125 000 / Frequency See Appendix VIII for a list of the suggested periods for generating musical notes.



7.3 Enveloping. Real sounds rarely have a constant volume. Enveloping allows an approximation to the variation in volume of real sounds to be made. The sound is split into a number of sections each of which can increase the volume, decrease the volume, or keep it constant. The length of these sections can be varied, as can the rate of increase or decrease in volume. For example, a note generated by a musical instrument may be considered to have 3 sections as follows: Attack:



The volume of the note rises rapidly to its peak.



Sustain:



The volume of the note remains constant while the note is played.



Decay:



The volume falls away slowly to zero as the note finishes.



Attack



Sustain



Decay



The Sound Manager allows two types of envelopes; amplitude envelopes to control a sound's volume and tone envelopes to control its pitch (the pitch is varied in much the same way as the volume). The user can set up to 15 different envelopes of each type. The exact formats of the data blocks specifying envelopes are given in SOUND AMPL ENVELOPE and SOUND TONE ENVELOPE. a. Amplitude envelopes. An amplitude envelope is used to control the volume and length of a sound. It can have up to five sections. Each section can be either a hardware or a software section. Software sections are either absolute or relative.
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Hardware sections write values into the sound chip registers 11, 12 and 13 to set up a hardware envelope. (See Appendix IX for a description of the sound chip registers). Generally a hardware section will be followed by a software section that does nothing except wait for a time long enough for the hardware envelope to operate. An absolute software section specifies a volume to set and a time to wait before obeying the next section. A relative software section specifies an step size, a number of steps and a time to wait. For each step requested, the current volume is changed by the given step size and then the Sound Manager waits for the given time after each step before obeying the next step. Amplitude envelopes are set by calling SOUND AMPL ENVELOPE. b. Tone envelopes. A tone envelope controls the pitch of the sound. It can have up to five sections. Each section can be either an absolute or a relative section. The sections of a tone envelope are not necessarily related to those of an amplitude envelope. An absolute section specifies a tone period to set and a time to wait before obeying the next section. A relative section specifies an step size, a number of steps and a time to wait. For each step requested, the current tone period is changed by the given step size and then the Sound Manager waits for the given time after each step before obeying the next step. If the tone envelope is completed before the sound duration expires (see section 7.4f) then the final pitch is held constant. Alternatively, tone envelopes can be set to repeat themselves automatically. This allows tremulo effects to be created. Tone envelopes are set by calling SOUND TONE ENVELOPE.



7.4 Sound Commands. When a sound is given to the Sound Manager to be played, by calling SOUND QUEUE, a lot of information needs to be specified. This is described briefly below. The detailed layout of a sound command data block is described in SOUND QUEUE. a. Initial tone period. The sound is issued with an initial tone period. The pitch of the sound can be varied from this initial value using a tone envelope. If no tone envelope is specified the pitch remains constant. An initial tone period of zero means no tone is to be generated, presumably the sound is to be pure noise (see (e) below).
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b. Initial volume. The sound is issued with an initial volume. The volume of the sound can be varied from this initial value using an amplitude envelope. If no amplitude envelope is specified then the volume remains constant. c. Tone envelope. This specifies which tone envelope to use. If no envelope is specified then the pitch of the sound remains constant. d. Amplitude envelope. This specifies which amplitude envelope to use. If no envelope is specified then default system envelope is used. This keeps the volume of the sound constant and lasts for 2 seconds. e. Noise period. If the noise period is zero then no noise is to be added to the sound. Any other value sets the period for the pseudorandom noise generator and adds noise to the tone generated. Note that there is only one noise generator and so if two sounds are to use it at the same time they will need to agree on the period. f. Duration. The length of a sound can be specified in two ways, either as an absolute time (duration) or as a number of operations of the amplitude envelope. In the latter case the envelope is run one or more times and the sound finishes when the envelope has been executed the specified number of times. In the former case, if the duration finishes before the envelope (if any) then the sound is cut short. If the duration is longer than the envelope then the final amplitude is held until the duration expires. g. Channels and Synchronisation Bits. The sound can be issued to one or more channels. If a sound is issued to more than one channel then these channels automatically rendezvous with each other. Rendezvous requirements can be set explicitly as well. Also the sound can be held or the sound queue can be flushed (see section 7.6).



7.5 Sound Queues. Each channel has a queue associated with it. Each queue has space to store at least three sounds. The sound at the head of each queue may be running and making music on its channel or it may be waiting for various synchronisation requirements (see 7.6 below). When a sound command is issued the sound is placed into the queues for the channels specified by the command. When the sound reaches the head of the queue, and providing its synchronisation requirements are met, it is executed.
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If a sound that has the flush bit set is put into a queue then all sounds queued for that channel are dis carded and any executing sound is stopped immediately. Thus a sound with the flush bit set will move to the head of the queue immediately and may commence execution. A routine (SOUND CHECK) is provided to test the status of the sound at the head of a queue and to determine how much free space is in a queue. It is also possible to set up a sound event for each queue (by calling SOUND ARM EVENT). This synchronous event is 'kicked' when the queue has a free space in it. The sound event mechanism allows the generation of sound to be carried on as a background task whilst some other action is being carried out.



7.6 Synchronisation. There are two mechanisms to allow sounds on different channels to be synchronised. These are holding sounds and rendezvous. The purpose of synchronisation is to ensure that sounds start simultaneously. For example, a simulation of an instrument might use one channel to generate the fundamental note and another channel to generate the harmonics of the note. The synchronisation mechanis m, particularly rendezvous, may be used to ensure that the fundamental and the harmonic sounds start exactly together. A sound can be specified to be held when it is issued. This means that when it reaches the head of the sound queue it is not executed immediately. Instead it waits until it is explicitly released (by calling SOUND RELEASE) before it starts execution. A sound can have rendezvous requirements set on it when it is issued. If a sound is issued to more than one channel then these channels all set rendezvous with each other automatically. When a sound with a rendezvous set reaches the head of the sound queue it is not executed immediately. Instead it waits until sounds with matching rendezvous requirements reach the head of their sound queues. Only when all rendezvous sounds are found to be present and ready to run do they start. For instance, a sound on channel A marked to rendezvous with a sound on channel B will not start until a sound on channel B marked to rendezvous with channel A is ready to start - and vice versa! If a sound is ready to start on channel B that is not marked to rendezvous with channel A then it starts but the sound on channel A continues to wait for its rendezvous.



7.7 Holding Sounds. It is possible to stop a sound while it is executing by calling SOUND HOLD. This will stop a channel making any sound and will save the state of the sound. The sound can be restarted from where it was held by calling SOUND CONTINUE. However, if a hardware envelope was running when the sound was held then it is impossible to predict the effect of restarting the sound. The hardware envelope may or may not continue from where it was held.
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Calling SOUND HOLD is different from setting the hold bit when issuing a sound as described in section 7.6 above. SOUND HOLD stops all sounds being generated at any time whilst the hold bit is a method for synchronising sounds and prevents a particular sound starting when it reaches the head of the queue.
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7 The Sound Manager 

one stereo channel and sound channels B and C are mixed to form the other stereo ... The pitch of a note to be generated is specified by the period of the note ...
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17294S - Sound 7 
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the sound of BabelEyes 

Kadosh voice: It is essencially used to present the music. Microphone ON or OFF following the driver's. Cut all frequencies below 8OHz, light compression, small ...
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the sound of BabelEyes 

Lena Flute: Cut all frequencies below 200Hz, compression, reverb. Cello Mimi: small reverb, compression. Kadosh voice: It is essencially used to present the ...
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the sound of sanctuary 

SAT. / SAM. / ZAT. 26.05.2018 â€“ 14h>16h. Workshop for Sound Professionals with Chris Watson. Within Carlos Casas' installation of Sanctuary. Les Brigittines ...
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8 The Cassette Manager 

The Cassette Manager deals with reading files from and writing files to tape. These operations can either be performed on a character by character basis or on a ...
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8 The Cassette Manager 

determine whether the recording has been inverted (see section 8.3). ... A bit is written to the tape as a period of low level followed by an equal period of high ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

SEE NEC SECTION 810.21 (11. a - Use No. ... In addition to an SNR 1 and this instruction manual, the carton should contain a okup cables with ... Back cover. SPECIFICATIONS. System. Cutoff. Single-ended source noise reduction; .... NOTE: the design i
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

this capability. It restores the "punch," the even if you're not using the expander, you Almost no noise at all. excitement, of a live performance. can adjust the ...
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The Sound and the Fury - novelas.rodriguezalvarez.com 

Â«No me hables de la funciÃ³n. Cuando acabe con este balde es- tarÃ© tan cansada que ni voy a po- der movermeÂ». Â«Ya verÃ¡s como acabas yendoÂ». dijo. Luster.
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Untitled - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Marketing Systems, Inc.) does industrial audio, telephone messages-on-hold etc... (yes, lo-fi sound!) ... I'm not in, I'll usually return your call the same day.
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86 - Dbx the legend of the sound 

20 times a second (Hz is the abbreviation) to about 20,000 times a second. In music, the frequencies above 4 ..... Center frequencies (ISO).. .. 31.5,45,63,90, 125, ...
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89 - Dbx the legend of the sound 

any of the packing material, and notify your dealer or distributor immediately. In any case it is a ..... unless you wish to check individual driver performance up close or an entire speaker you suspect of ..... pseudo-random white-noise sources.
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The Sound and the Fury - novelas.rodriguezalvarez.com 

trouve mon argent. Peut-Ãªtre que nous trouverons une de, leurs balles. Tenez, regardez ... fallait pas qu'on nous voie, aussi, nous ferons bien de nous baisser ...
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The trumpet shall sound from The Messiah 

The trumpet shall sound. (from The Messiah). Georg Friedrich HÃ¤ndel. Piccolo Trumpet in A. Violin 1. Violin 2. Viola. Violoncello. Bass.... Pomposo ma ...
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should contain: 1) a set (two pairs) of hookup cables with RCA phono, or pin, jacks; ... system, and at least three sound processors through just a single tape- monitor loop on ..... Other times non-dbx noise-reduction systems are .... models 117/8/9
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

dynamic range of 90dB or more, but cassette tapes, even the highest- performance metal ones, can deliver only 55 to 60dB. Does this mean that it's hopeless to ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

cassette or open reel tape recorder can perform at a level fully comparable to sophisticated PCM digital recording systems. That is, with the dbx 224X, you can.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Over Easy, from none to infinity, maximum 40 dB of gain. Set at 200 mV, ranges from 18mv to 2.2V. +/-0.5 dB 20 Hz- 20 kHz. 106 dB, peak-A-weighted noise.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

MODA. Tape Noise Reduction Unit. Car Decoder. The dbx 222 delivers the musical impact of the 224, at an economical price. It incorporates all of the same ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

TAPE: E LINE. BOECODE INCODE A. COPY MAITLARI. ENCODE. CANCEL. siteTOR. SOUND PROCUBRDA. MONITOR. æ—¥åœ¨æ—¥ELETE-. YA. TAPE 1. TAPER.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Just the Right Response. MEMORY ... It's a microprocessor-controlled 14-band graphic equalizer. It's a real-time analysis display. ... equalizers work in bringing dramatic improvements to the ... on the pink-noise generator, adjust its output, and ..
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The macroscopic sound of tori 

as it becomes after some re-spelling of the problem made in Section 2.4. From this theorem we can deduce the following one which is some kind of â€œ`a.
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The macroscopic sound of tori 

The question naturally arising is to know the link between this norm ...... Profil isopérimétrique, métriques périodiques et formes d'équilibre des cristaux, ESAIM ...
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